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DBZ Games /Download /Other / Version: 0.1.1, 2015 OS: Windows Category: Other License: Freeware Author: Sirbrownie Multiplayer: Yes File size: 134 MB Language: English Downloads: 18,181 Dragon Ball Z Mini Warriors is a free combat game created by Sirbrownie. It is a project made by fans who, despite the
small amount of content, can provide a lot of fun thanks to a very fun, simple and dynamic combat system. Epic hand-to-hand duels, lots of beam attacks (and beam fights!), transformations, and more are waiting for you in this mini game worth checking out. Dragon Ball Z Mini Warriors - Krillin vs. Small The game
contains two basic modes: Arcade and Versus. In the first you will take part in a series of battles with characters controlled by the computer's artificial intelligence. The second allows you to invite your friend and check which of you is a better fighter. The gameplay is really fast and there is always a lot to do. Characters
can move quickly and surprise their opponent with spectacular combos that end with a special attack. You will fight on the ground and in the air. The transition between is fluid and almost ilectic, thanks to which the struggle does not lose its dynamics. The game includes 6 playable starting characters (Goku, Piccolo,
Frieza, Vegeta, Krillin and Cell) and some other hidden characters (such as Gohan and Broly) that you can unlock by beating arcade mode. Each character uses their iconic beamed bindings, so you'll see Kamehameha or Galick Gun quite often on screen. You will fight in many famous places such as the Tenkaichi
Budokai Arena, Namek or the Hyperbolic Time Chamber. The phases are quite large and really solidly realized. In the background you can see an additional plane on which something always happens and the dynamic rotating camera makes the fight really great. The author also lies about a good sound setting. You will
hear many creative remixes known from anime, especially from the US version. In the options menu, you can turn on Turbo mode which makes the game even faster. If you are looking for a truly Dragon Ball Z experience, you should try! The author also works on a new part of the Mini Warriors, this time including Dragon
Ball Super characters. There is currently no information on the release date. How to install This game does not need to be installed. Extract the downloaded file (for example, you can use WinRAR). Run DBZ.exe in the root game folder. Good to know If you want to play full screen, press Alt+Enter. Check the README
file for checks and suggestions. Esc will turn off the game, so be careful because you can lose your progress. Links Download Dragon Ball Z is one of the best-known anime series in the world, as well as one of the few that have managed to earn so much outside of Japan. So, everyone is aware of Goku's actions, and
probably most children have truncated one of those epic fights in their backyard. On the other hand, it's pretty hard to portray those in a video game. Miniature versions of the legendary Heroes Dragon Ball Z: Mini Warriors is a 2D fighting game that allows you to play as a variety of anime characters, including names like
Goku, Vegeta, and Piccolo. As the name clearly suggests, you play with miniaturized versions of the characters, which look more or less as you would expect. On the other hand, dating can be just as fun, at least if you learn the moves. Not all characters are available from the beginning, on the other hand, as some of
them need to be unlocked first. To do this, you have to beat the IA in arcade mode, which is not an easy task at all. In fact, it takes a nice period of practice before we are able to understand the mechanisms behind the fight. The bad part is that once you learn them, there's almost no challenge anymore. Charge your
power to 200% Regarding the actual combat mechanics, you just have to use two or three buttons, since there is nothing too exciting about it. You can block, perform a ranged or melee attack, as well as charge your powers for a special move. Charging can go up to 200%, which is when special attacks arrive. However,
most of the fight is pretty boring, unfortunately. The graphics aren't exactly bad either, but there's not much to see. Arenas are mostly empty and boring, which means the fight is the only thing you can watch. Some of the effects look pretty good, like the classic reload flames, but everything gets repetitive after a few
minutes of play, no matter what character you choose. Also, THE IS very hard to beat, which means you're stuck with some characters until you learn to read the MOVES of THEA. A promising concept that needs more work In the end, Dragon Ball Z: Mini Warriors is a bit too repetitive and too empty at the moment to be
fun for more than a few minutes at a time. On the other hand, there's a lot of potential here, especially if developers keep working on it. Archived underDragon ball z Fighting game Dbz fight Dragon Fight Dbz Dragon Ball Z: Mini Warriors has been reviewed by Alexandru Dulcianu Fighting games never go out of fashion.
There is something captivating about wrapping yourself in blows with another being, even in the virtual world. In this fantastic game room with pixel art design and an obvious breath of Dragon Ball we can enjoy excellent 2D combat in the classic style. 2D combat game with an exciting combat system. Get up and fight
Legendary Mini Warriors is a classic combat game with 33 characters inspired by the legendary dragon ball manganime. In this title we can slap ourselves in four game modes: Survival. Against. Tournament. Training. To play, we have to choose a warrior. Depending on the game mode, we can also choose the difficulty,
setting and an opponent. The controls are simple and intuitive. We just need to touch the touch buttons in the lower left and right corners. Right. it's marked with an icon, so it won't lose you. In a very simple way, we can move, load our ki, hit and kick, block attacks, fly and activate special attacks. Its pixelated graphics
are one of the most interesting features of this game, as it takes us back to the classic video console combat games like SNES and Mega Drive. In addition, the music and sound effects are well made and make us remember those mythical video game cycles of the 90s. It is a simple unpretentious game, but it offers a
delicious and, above all, very fun experience, to enjoy comfortably in our Android device. If you are passionate about Dragon Ball and combat games, we highly recommend downloading the APK file... And may the fight begin! انعبات  Page 2 War &amp; Conquer 10.0 Triniti Interactive Studios Limited ليممتت  XAPK The
Rising of the Shield Hero Relive the animation GotchaGotchaGames ليمتت  APK Kaion Tale - MMORPG 6.0 Mobile Co Studios ليممت  XAPK MASS FOR THE DEAD 8.2 Crunchyroll Games, Games, LLC ليمتت  XAPK Mini Warriors: Three Kingdoms Triniti Interactive Studios Limited ليمتت  XAPK Immortal: Reborn 10.0
LTGAMES GLOBAL ليمتت  XAPK Spellcrafter Jujubee S.A. ليممت  APK One-Punch Man : Road to Hero 7.9 OASIS GAMES LIMITED ليممتت  XAPK Drake n Trap 10.0 mobirix ليممت  XAPK Mystery of Fortune AD 2.0 Dotomchi Games Inc. ليمتت  APK KROSMAGA 9.3 ANKAMA GAMES ليممتت  XAPK RPG Alphadia KEMCO

ليمتت  APK Summoner Heroes 10.0 SEA Game Studio ليممتت  APK God of Attack VIP DAERISOFT ليممت  A Hair Dash - Retro Battle Clean Cut Games ليمتت  APK King's Blood : The Defense 8.2 DAWINSTONE ليمتت  XAPK Ancient Battle 2.0 Lion Studios ليمتت  XAPK Cosmos Legend 9.0 gamestart ليمتت  XAPK XAPK
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